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Abstract. We study the inference of long-range correla-
tions by means of Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA)
and argue that power-law scaling of the fluctuation func-
tion and thus long-memory may not be assumed a priori but
have to be established. This requires the investigation of the
local slopes. We account for the variability characteristic
for stochastic processes by calculating empirical confidence
regions. Comparing a long-memory with a short-memory
model shows that the inference of long-range correlations
from a finite amount of data by means of DFA is not spe-
cific. We remark that scaling cannot be concluded from a
straight line fit to the fluctuation function in a log-log rep-
resentation. Furthermore, we show that a local slope larger
thanα=0.5 for large scales does not necessarily imply long-
memory. We also demonstrate, that it is not valid to conclude
from a finite scaling region of the fluctuation function to an
equivalent scaling region of the autocorrelation function. Fi-
nally, we review DFA results for the Prague temperature data
set and show that long-range correlations cannot not be con-
cluded unambiguously.

1 Introduction

Understanding the variability of the climate system on scales
from days to decades or even longer is a fundamental issue
of climatology. In 1976,Hasselmannintroduced the con-
cept of stochastic climate models and showed that climate
variability in principle can be modeled by rather simple AR-
processes. The time dependency of linear stochastic mod-
els is completely captured by the autocorrelation function
C(s), describing the average linear relation of two points
in time with lag s. The sum ofC(s) over all lagss is of-
ten called memory or persistence of the process (Trenberth,
1985). Typical properties of AR-processes are an exponen-
tial decay of the autocorrelation function for larges and thus
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a finite memory which is equal to the existence of a charac-
teristic time scale. Processes with these attributes are called
short-range correlated or short-memory processes.

Later,Pelletier and Turcotte(1999) as well asKoscielny-
Bunde et al.(1998) reported long-range correlations in tem-
perature data. This process property is characterized by
infinite memory and the absence of a typical time scale.
For large time lagss, the autocorrelation function of such
long-memory processes decays according to a power-law and
hence exhibits scaling with a characteristic exponentγ .

Govindan et al.(2002) reported, that widely used general
coupled climate models do not exhibit the behavior found
by Koscielny-Bunde et al.(1998) and raised the question
whether estimates of the warming-trend in global mean tem-
perature based on these models could be exaggerated. How-
ever,Fraedrich and Blender(2003) extended the analysis to
various stations around the globe and showed that state-of-
the-art climate models are able to reproduce the empirical
findings.

Except for Pelletier, the authors applied Detrended Fluc-
tuation Analysis (DFA,Peng et al., 1993) which investigates
the average variability on a scales. For long-memory pro-
cesses in the limit of large scales, this fluctuation function
F(s) can directly be linked to the autocorrelation function.
However, in all works known to the authors the properties of
DFA have only been studied for certain long-memory pro-
cesses. The behavior for other linear processes has not been
investigated and it is not clear if the results can be easily
transferred.

In this paper we interpret the inference of long-memory
from empirical data as an inverse problem. The main insight
is, that power-law scaling of the fluctuation function and thus
long-memory may not be assumed a priori but have to be es-
tablished. We argue that this requires the investigation of the
local slopes of the fluctuation function. Furthermore one has
to account for the variability characteristic for stochastic pro-
cesses. Associated with the inference of long-range correla-
tions, we investigate the sensitivity and specificity of DFA:
When long-memory is present, does DFA detect it? When
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no long-memory is present, does DFA reject it? We illustrate
our discussion by comparing a long-memory with a short-
memory model. Finally, we review the results ofKoscielny-
Bunde et al.(1998) for the Prague temperature data set and
show that their conclusions are not unambiguous.

In Sect.2, we introduce the processes considered and dis-
cuss the inference of long-range correlations. The method of
DFA is explained in Sect.3. In Sect.4, we interprete the in-
ference of long-range correlations from empirical data as an
inverse problem and present the associated terms and ques-
tions. To exemplify the discussion, we present two models
in Sect.5. Establishing power-law scaling of the fluctuation
function is discussed with respect to local slopes and natural
variability in Sect.6. Section7 gives an overview over typ-
ical pitfalls. As a consequence of the foregoing discussions,
we review the DFA results of the Prague daily temperature
record in the last Section.

2 Short- and long-memory

Many processes in nature are of such a high complexity that
a description by deterministic models is difficult or not de-
sirable. However, their characteristic behavior often is ef-
fectively captured by stochastic processes. In 1976,Has-
selmannintroduced the concept of stochastic climate mod-
els and showed that the variability of the climate system in
principle can be modeled by rather simple and linear AR-
processes. The time dependent structure of linear stochastic
processes is captured by the autocorrelation functionC(s)

of two points in time with lags. The integral ofC(s) over
all lagss is often called memory or persistence (Trenberth,
1985).

Different classes of autocorrelation structures can be dis-
tinguished with respect to the form of their decay for large
time lags s: Many stochastic processes in nature exhibit
short-range correlations, which decay exponentially:

C(s) ∝ e−s/τ , for s → ∞. (1)

These processes exhibit a typical time scaleτ . This decay
is fast enough to let the sum

∑
C(s) converge resulting in a

finite decorrelation time (von Storch and Zwiers, 1999), e.g.
for C(s) = e−s/τ

τD = 1 + 2
∞∑

s=1

C(s) = 1 + 2
∞∑

s=1

e−s/τ

≈ 2τ for τ � 1. (2)

We employ the decorrelation time as a measure for the mem-
ory or persistence of a process. Correlations on scales large
compared to the decorrelation time are negligible due to the
fast exponential decay. Thus, one also refers to these pro-
cesses as having short-range or finite memory. Typical ex-
amples are AR-processes.

A second class are long-range correlated processes char-
acterized by algebraically decaying correlations:

C(s) ∝ s−γ , for s → ∞, with 0 < γ < 1. (3)

A characteristic time scale as defined above does not exist.
The calculation of the decorrelation time, e.g. forC(s)=s−γ

for s>0, C(0)=1

τD = 1 + 2
∞∑

s=1

C(s) = 1 + 2
∞∑

s=1

s−γ
= ∞ (4)

results in infinite memory. A physical example for such a
process can be found in Kolmogorov’s theory of turbulence
(Frisch, 1995). A mathematical model exhibiting long-range
correlation is e.g. fractional Gaussian noise (FGN) (Man-
delbrot and van Ness, 1968). For this process the asymp-
totic relation Eq. (3) is already well satisfied for finite sam-
ple sizes because it is the increment of the self-similar pro-
cess fractional Brownian motion. A more flexible long-range
correlated process is given by fractional ARIMA[p, d, q]
(FARIMA) (Beran, 1994; Granger, 1980; Hoskins, 1981).
However, for non-trivial autoregressive (AR) or moving av-
erage (MA) components(p+q>0) it is possible that the
asymptotic relation Eq. (3) is not satisfied for a finite sam-
ple.

The concept of long-memory refers to non-periodic pro-
cesses. Thus, the recurrence due to periodicities like the
Milankovitch-cycles in the climate system are not to be con-
sidered as long-range correlations, even if their (determinis-
tic) behavior causes correlations for infinite time lags.

An important question to characterize a given non-periodic
process is now to investigate, if its autocorrelation decays ex-
ponentially or according to a power law. However, for obser-
vational data, one cannot investigate the decay of the auto-
correlation function on arbitrarily large scales. Measurement
limitations always restrict the analysis and interpretation to a
range between two time scales independent of the nature of
the process: First, the sampling interval1t defines a mini-
mum time scale. Second, the finite length of the recordT

defines a maximum time scale. Intuitively, one might easily
be tempted to refer to records with characteristic time scales
close to1t as short-range and close toT as long-range cor-
related. This, however, ignores the fundamental difference
of short-range and long-range correlated processes concern-
ing the form of the decay of their autocorrelation as given
in Eqs. (1) and (3). This difference is essential e.g. for esti-
mation of the variance of the mean, prediction (Beran, 1994),
trend assessment (Kallache et al., 20041; Giratis, et al., 2001)
and extreme value statistics (Elek and Ḿarkus, 2004).

3 Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA)

Estimating the autocorrelation functionC(s) from empiri-
cal data is limited to rather small time lagss and is af-
fected by observational noise and instationarities like trends.
Peng et al.(1994) suggested Detrended Fluctuation Analysis
(DFA) to indirectly gain information about the correlation

1Kallache, M., Rust, H., and Kropp, J.: Trend Assessment: Ap-
plications for Hydrology and Climate Research., Nonlinear Proc.
Geophys., submitted, 2004.
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structure imposed on a time series. The method works as
follows: Given a realizationx(i) of lengthN of a stochastic
process, one calculates the profiley(j):

y(j) =

j∑
i=1

[x(i) − x̄], with x̄ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

x(i). (5)

The profiley(i) is divided intoM non-overlapping segments
of lengths. For DFAn, in each segmentm a best fit polyno-
mial trendpn

s,m of ordern is subtracted from the profile:

Ys,m(i) = y(i) − pn
s,m(i). (6)

For each segmentm the squared fluctuation is calculated:

F 2
m(s) =

1

s

ms∑
i=(m−1)s+1

Y 2
i . (7)

The squared fluctuation function of the process is estimated
by averaging over all segments:

F 2(s) =
1

M

M∑
m=1

F 2
m(s). (8)

This procedure is repeated for severals. The minimum scale
is given by the sampling interval1t and the ordern of DFA,
a reasonable choice for the maximum scale is about 1/10 of
the total record length, due to natural variability as will be
discussed in Sect.6. For a more comprehensive description
of the algorithm and the influence of trends refer toKantel-
hardt et al.(2001).

For an uncorrelated seriesx(i) we get a squared fluctu-
ation functionF 2(s)∝s (i.e. F(s)∝s0.5) which reflects the
linear increase of the variance of the profile. For time series
x(i) with algebraically decaying autocorrelations (Eq.3), it
can be shown that in the limit of larges the fluctuation func-
tion increases according to a power law (Taqqu et al., 1995)

F(s) ∝ sα , α = 1 − γ /2 , with 0.5 < α < 1 . (9)

Thus, analyzing the fluctuation function of long-range corre-
lated processes for larges reveals the decay exponent of the
corresponding correlation function for larges.

Taqqu et al.(1995) have shown that DFA (with a subse-
quent straight line fit in the log-log plot) is an effective esti-
mator for the Hurst coefficientH or equivalently for the ex-
ponentγ=2−2H describing the power-law decay of the au-
tocorrelation function. The ability of DFA to estimateα from
realizations of long-memory processes corrupted by differ-
ent instationarities like trends, spikes, harmonics and gaps
has been studied byHu et al.(2001), Chen et al.(2002) and
Kantelhardt et al.(2001).

4 The inverse problem

In time series analysis, one aims to infer properties of an un-
derlying process, such as the process class itself or its param-
eters, from observational records. This is referred to as an

inverse problem (Honerkamp, 1998). If the class of the pro-
cess is not known a priori, it first has to be identified. This
is exactly the setting when inferring the correlation structure
from realizations of an unknown process: Given the set of all
possible correlation structures, the inference of long-range
correlations means

1. showing the compatibility of the given data set with a
realization of a long-memory process,

2. excluding other possible correlation structures.

These two conditions – the necessary and the sufficient – are
often discussed with respect to the terms of sensitivity and
specificity: A procedure, that with a high probability detects
compatibility with long-range correlations, whensoever they
are present, is called sensitive. An algorithm that with a high
probability rejects long-range correlations, when they are not
present, is said to be specific. The optimal algorithm would
be sensitive and specific. A sensitive but unspecific algo-
rithm, however, would produce many false positive results,
i.e. one would frequently detect long-range correlations. This
algorithm would not be suitable for a reliable inference. On
the other hand, an un-sensitive but specific algorithm would
be very conservative and would often reject the existence of
long-range correlations.

To our knowledge it has not been studied, if DFA can be
used to infer long-memory from realizations of a process
when it is not a priori clear, if this process is long-range cor-
related. I.e. it is still an open question, how sensitive and spe-
cific DFA behaves when investigating processes of unknown
correlation structure for long memory.

A necessary condition for the existence of long-range cor-
relations is the scaling of the fluctuation functionF(s) ac-
cording to Eq. (9). Thus, in this paper, we mainly address
the following questions:

1. How to conclude scaling from the DFA fluctuation func-
tion?

2. Does scaling necessarily imply long-range correlations?

5 Two example processes

To illustrate our line of argumentation, we consider a short-
memory as well as a long-memory process and apply DFA to
both. The choice of the model parameters is motivated by the
example of the Prague temperature record studied in Sect.8
and will become clear during the discussion. As an exam-
ple for a long-range correlated process we simulate fractional
Gaussian noise according to the method given inTimmer and
König (1995) with α=0.6. This process shows power-law
scaling in the autocorrelation function for a wide range of
scales. For the short-range correlated process we choose a
superposition of three AR[1]-processes,

x(i) =

3∑
j=1

Ajyj (i) , yj (i) = ajyj (i − 1) + ηj (i) , (10)
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with ηj(i) being Gaussian white noise of zero mean and vari-
ance 1 − a2

j . The latter insures var(yj) = 1. We choose
A1 = 0.913, A2 = 0.396, A3 = 0.098, a1 = 0.717,
a2 = 0.953 and a3 = 0.998. Using aj = e−1/τj we find the
following characteristic time scales for the individual AR[1]
processes: τ1 = 3d, τ2 = 21d and τ3 ≈ 1.5 yrs.

6 Establish Scaling

Figure 1 shows the fluctuation functions for a realization of
each of the two example processes defined in the previous
section with N = 70492 and ∆t = 1. For each order of
magnitude 50 values of equal distance in logarithmic scale
are calculated. For clarity reasons, we plotted only every
third value.
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Fig. 1. Fluctuation functions calculated for an artificial long-range
correlated process with exponent α = 0.6 (× DFA1, � DFA2) and
a superposition of three AR-processes (+ DFA1, 4 DFA2) as de-
fined in Sect. 5. For each order of magnitude, approx. 50 values are
calculated. To enhance clarity, only every third value is plotted.

To reliably infer power-law scaling of the fluctuation func-
tion, a straight line in the log-log plot has to be established.
Since a straight line is tantamount to a constant slope, the
local slopes α(s) of log10 F (s) vs log10 s have to be evalu-
ated for constancy in a sufficient range (Kantz and Schreiber,
1995; Tsonis and Elsner, 1995; Timmer et al., 2000). The
extend of a sufficient range is still a matter of debate (see
e.g. Avnir et al. (1998) and references therein). This concept
has been introduced in the context of estimating correlation
dimensions (Caputo et al., 1986; Tsonis and Elsner, 1995)
and, in a different setting, has also been suggested for DFA
(Peng et al., 1993).

For a finite amount of data the estimation of the local
slopes brings along a certain variability and even for a long-
memory process like FGN, the local slopes of the empiri-
cal fluctuation function show variations around a constant α.
This has two consequences for the calculation and interpre-
tation of the local slopes: First, estimating the local slopes
by finite differences results in a large variability. This can be

reduced fitting a straight line to log(F (s)) vs. log(s) within a
small window. The window is then shifted successively over
all calculated scales s. Figure 2 shows the local slopes of a
realization of the short-memory model for different window
sizes. Choosing the optimal window size, one has to trade
bias for variance: For small windows, the bias is small, but
the variability renders the interpretation difficult, whereas for
large windows, the variance is reduced at the cost of a biased
estimate of α. Thus, the extreme case of a single straight line
fit to the whole range of scales considered is maximally bi-
ased. Since only one value of α is calculated, this does not
allow to evaluate constancy.
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Fig. 2. Local slopes of a realization of the short-memory model
for different window sizes. For F(s), approx. 50 points per order
of magnitude are calculated. For small windows, the bias is very
low, but the variability renders the interpretation difficult, whereas
for large windows, the variance is reduced at the cost of a biased
estimate of α.

As a second consequence of the finite amount of data, one
has to quantify the variability for a given length of the record.
Since vicinal local slopes are not independent, confidence
regions cannot be estimated easily from the procedure de-
scribed in Sect. 6 (Denker and Keller, 1986). Instead, we
perform Monte Carlo simulations: For the two example pro-
cesses, we simulate 1000 realizations to estimate mean and
standard deviation of α for the scales considered. For a fixed
scale s, the distribution of α(s) is approximately gaussian.
Thus, we employ ᾱ(s) ± 1.96σ(s) as estimates of the 95%
confidence bands.

Figure 3 displays the local slopes of the DFA1 (a) and
DFA2 (b) fluctuation functions, estimated from one real-
ization of each of the example models using a window of
21 points. Additionally, the corresponding 1.96σ intervals
around the mean of each model are plotted. The realization
of the long-memory process shows fluctuations around a con-
stant α within the corresponding 1.96σ interval, increasing
like σ ∝ √s (Peng et al., 1993). The local slope α(s) of
the short-memory realization, however, decreases constantly
in the beginning and basically follows the local slope of the
long-memory realization for scales larger than log10 s ≈ 2.5.

Fig. 1. Fluctuation functions calculated for an artificial long-range
correlated process with exponentα=0.6 (× DFA1, � DFA2) and
a superposition of three AR-processes (+ DFA1, 4 DFA2) as de-
fined in Sect.5. For each order of magnitude, approx. 50 values are
calculated. To enhance clarity, only every third value is plotted.
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A1=0.913,A2=0.396,A3=0.098,a1=0.717,a2=0.953 and
a3=0.998. Usingaj=e−1/τj we find the following character-
istic time scales for the individual AR[1] processes:τ1=3 d,
τ2=21 d andτ3≈1.5 years.

6 Establish scaling

Figure1 shows the fluctuation functions for a realization of
each of the two example processes defined in the previous
section withN=70492 and1t=1. For each order of mag-
nitude 50 values of equal distance in logarithmic scale are
calculated. For clarity reasons, we plotted only every third
value.

To reliably infer power-law scaling of the fluctuation func-
tion, a straight line in the log-log plot has to be established.
Since a straight line is tantamount to a constant slope, the
local slopesα(s) of log10F(s) vs. log10 s have to be evalu-
ated for constancy in a sufficient range (Kantz and Schreiber,
1995; Tsonis and Elsner, 1995; Timmer et al., 2000). The
extend of a sufficient range is still a matter of debate (see e.g.
Avnir et al. (1998) and references therein). This concept has
been introduced in the context of estimating correlation di-
mensions (Caputo et al., 1986; Tsonis and Elsner, 1995) and,
in a different setting, has also been suggested for DFA (Peng
et al., 1993).

For a finite amount of data the estimation of the local
slopes brings along a certain variability and even for a long-
memory process like FGN, the local slopes of the empiri-
cal fluctuation function show variations around a constantα.
This has two consequences for the calculation and interpre-
tation of the local slopes: First, estimating the local slopes
by finite differences results in a large variability. This can be
reduced fitting a straight line to log(F (s)) vs. log(s) within a
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small window. The window is then shifted successively over
all calculated scales s. Figure 2 shows the local slopes of a
realization of the short-memory model for different window
sizes. Choosing the optimal window size, one has to trade
bias for variance: For small windows, the bias is small, but
the variability renders the interpretation difficult, whereas for
large windows, the variance is reduced at the cost of a biased
estimate of α. Thus, the extreme case of a single straight line
fit to the whole range of scales considered is maximally bi-
ased. Since only one value of α is calculated, this does not
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Fig. 2. Local slopes of a realization of the short-memory model
for different window sizes. For F(s), approx. 50 points per order
of magnitude are calculated. For small windows, the bias is very
low, but the variability renders the interpretation difficult, whereas
for large windows, the variance is reduced at the cost of a biased
estimate of α.

As a second consequence of the finite amount of data, one
has to quantify the variability for a given length of the record.
Since vicinal local slopes are not independent, confidence
regions cannot be estimated easily from the procedure de-
scribed in Sect. 6 (Denker and Keller, 1986). Instead, we
perform Monte Carlo simulations: For the two example pro-
cesses, we simulate 1000 realizations to estimate mean and
standard deviation of α for the scales considered. For a fixed
scale s, the distribution of α(s) is approximately gaussian.
Thus, we employ ᾱ(s) ± 1.96σ(s) as estimates of the 95%
confidence bands.

Figure 3 displays the local slopes of the DFA1 (a) and
DFA2 (b) fluctuation functions, estimated from one real-
ization of each of the example models using a window of
21 points. Additionally, the corresponding 1.96σ intervals
around the mean of each model are plotted. The realization
of the long-memory process shows fluctuations around a con-
stant α within the corresponding 1.96σ interval, increasing
like σ ∝ √s (Peng et al., 1993). The local slope α(s) of
the short-memory realization, however, decreases constantly
in the beginning and basically follows the local slope of the
long-memory realization for scales larger than log10 s ≈ 2.5.

Fig. 2. Local slopes of a realization of the short-memory model
for different window sizes. ForF(s), approx. 50 points per order
of magnitude are calculated. For small windows, the bias is very
low, but the variability renders the interpretation difficult, whereas
for large windows, the variance is reduced at the cost of a biased
estimate ofα.

small window. The window is then shifted successively over
all calculated scaless. Figure2 shows the local slopes of a
realization of the short-memory model for different window
sizes. Choosing the optimal window size, one has to trade
bias for variance: For small windows, the bias is small, but
the variability renders the interpretation difficult, whereas for
large windows, the variance is reduced at the cost of a biased
estimate ofα. Thus, the extreme case of a single straight line
fit to the whole range of scales considered is maximally bi-
ased. Since only one value ofα is calculated, this does not
allow to evaluate constancy.

As a second consequence of the finite amount of data, one
has to quantify the variability for a given length of the record.
Since vicinal local slopes are not independent, confidence
regions cannot be estimated easily from the procedure de-
scribed in Sect.6 (Denker and Keller, 1986). Instead, we
perform Monte Carlo simulations: For the two example pro-
cesses, we simulate 1000 realizations to estimate mean and
standard deviation ofα for the scales considered. For a fixed
scales, the distribution ofα(s) is approximately gaussian.
Thus, we employᾱ(s)±1.96σ(s) as estimates of the 95%
confidence bands.

Figure 3 displays the local slopes of the DFA1 (a) and
DFA2 (b) fluctuation functions, estimated from one real-
ization of each of the example models using a window of
21 points. Additionally, the corresponding 1.96σ intervals
around the mean of each model are plotted. The realiza-
tion of the long-memory process shows fluctuations around a
constantα within the corresponding 1.96σ interval, increas-
ing like σ∝

√
s (Peng et al., 1993). The local slopeα(s) of

the short-memory realization, however, decreases constantly
in the beginning and basically follows the local slope of the
long-memory realization for scales larger than log10 s≈2.5.
Thus, for a certain choice of parameters, a short-range corre-
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lated model can mimic scaling in a finite range. Due to the
principle of variance superposition for DFA (Hu et al., 2001),
a suitable superposition of three AR[1] processes produces
this effect in the fluctuation function analogously to the same
effect in the spectral domain described inHausdorff and Peng
(1996).

Analyzing the long-memory properties one studies primar-
ily the behavior on large scaless assuming that influences
from short-range components are negligible and do not bias
the estimation of the long-range dependence parameter. In
our example, the 1.96σ -cones are virtually indistinguishable
in this range. Thus, based on the given record length and
only considering larges, one cannot distinguish the realiza-
tions of the two models by means of DFA. For longer time
series, the cones would shrink and the region of overlapping
would become smaller.

However, a general dilemma related to the inference of
long-memory emerges: For a finite time series, one will
always find a short-range correlated model to describe the
data (Beran, 1994). Thus, considering the inference of long-
memory, DFA is sensitive, but not specific. An alternative is
to investigate if the underlying process is short-range corre-
lated. Transferring the discussion in Sect.4, this requires:

1. To show compatibility with a short-range correlated
model.

2. To exclude possible long-range correlated models.

The first condition is always fulfilled, since one will always
find a short-range correlated model to describe a finite data
set. Thus, for the inference of short-memory, DFA is sensi-
tive. The second condition is not fulfilled for the given exam-
ple, because the record length is not sufficient to detect the
short-memory characterα=0.5 for larges of the AR-model
by means of DFA. For longer time series as shown in Fig.4,
when a plateau ofα=0.5 is identifiable, long-memory can
be excluded and the specificity of DFA to infer short-range
correlations increases.

The capability of short-memory models to reproduce find-
ings which are associated with long-memory has also been
considered with respect to the Hurst phenomenon (McLeod
and Hipel, 1978; Montanari et al., 2000). However, it is not
always meaningful to model finite data with a short-memory
model: the longer the scaling region of a short-range model
shall be, the more parameters and tuning are required. It
may be advantageous to describe a data set exihibiting sev-
eral orders of magnitude of power-law scaling with a long-
range correlated model with few parameters rather than with
a short-range correlated model with a large number of pa-
rameters. To decide which model to prefer with respect to
parameter parsimony, one could e.g. employ a likelihood ap-
proach combined with an Akaike-type model selection crite-
rion (Beran et al., 1998).
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Fig. 3. Local slopes of the (a) DFA1 and (b) DFA2 fluctuation func-
tion calculated for an artificial long-range correlated process with
exponent α = 0.6 (×) and a superposition of three AR-processes
(+) as defined in Sect. 5. The dashed and the dotted lines border
the shadowed 1.96σ intervals obtained from 1000 realizations of
the two processes, respectively.
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find a short-range correlated model to describe a finite data
set. Thus, for the inference of short-memory, DFA is sensi-
tive. The second condition is not fulfilled for the given exam-
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by means of DFA. For longer time series as shown in Fig. 4,
when a plateau of α = 0.5 is identifiable, long-memory can
be excluded and the specificity of DFA to infer short-range
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The capability of short-memory models to reproduce find-
ings which are associated with long-memory has also been
considered with respect to the Hurst phenomenon (McLeod
and Hipel, 1978; Montanari et al., 2000). However, it is not
always meaningful to model finite data with a short-memory
model: the longer the scaling region of a short-range model
shall be, the more parameters and tuning are required. It
may be advantageous to describe a data set exihibiting sev-
eral orders of magnitude of power-law scaling with a long-
range correlated model with few parameters rather than with
a short-range correlated model with a large number of pa-
rameters. To decide which model to prefer with respect to
parameter parsimony, one could e.g. employ a likelihood ap-
proach combined with an Akaike-type model selection crite-
rion (Beran et al., 1998).

7 Pitfalls

7.1 The Double Logarithmic Plot

Investigating only the double logarithmic plot of the fluctu-
ation function, one is tempted to rashly conclude for long-
range correlations. Due to properties of the logarithm, fluctu-
ations are suppressed in a log-log plot and the deviation from
a straight line is not easily visible (Tsonis and Elsner, 1995).
Also, restricting the analysis to a straight line in the log-log
plot forcesF (s) in the procrustean bed of power-laws. It will
always yield some value for the slope but the suitability of the
linear description is not evaluated. For the inference of long-
range correlations, this procedure would be sensitive but not
specific in the sense, that long range correlations would be
attributed to all processes with α 6= 0.5 for the largest scale
observed. Such a result would trivialize the concept of long-
range correlations and provide no insight into the process.
Thus, to reliably infer a power-law, a straight line may not
be assumed a priori but has to be established, as discussed
in Sect. 6. Even if scaling is present, it is difficult to deter-
mine the beginning and ending of the scaling region in the

Fig. 3. Local slopes of the(a) DFA1 and(b) DFA2 fluctuation func-
tion calculated for an artificial long-range correlated process with
exponentα=0.6 (×) and a superposition of three AR-processes (+)
as defined in Sect.5. The dashed and the dotted lines border the
shadowed 1.96σ intervals obtained from 1000 realizations of the
two processes, respectively.
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always yield some value for the slope but the suitability of the
linear description is not evaluated. For the inference of long-
range correlations, this procedure would be sensitive but not
specific in the sense, that long range correlations would be
attributed to all processes withα 6=0.5 for the largest scale
observed. Such a result would trivialize the concept of long-
range correlations and provide no insight into the process.
Thus, to reliably infer a power-law, a straight line may not
be assumed a priori but has to be established, as discussed
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log-log plot. However, the resulting value for α derived from
a straight line fit strongly depends on the fit boundaries if the
realization does not stem from a scale free process.

7.2 Finite scaling of short-memory processes

According to Sect. 2, the autocorrelations of short memory
processes decay exponentially for large s and are negligi-
ble on scales large compared to the decorrelation time τD
(Eq. (2)). Consequently, for scales large enough, the slope
of the fluctuation function of such a process converges to
α = 0.5. However, for a finite set of data one cannot be a
priori sure that the series is long enough to observe this. For
a record of the short-memory model definded in Sect. 5 of
length 70492 points the local slopes of the fluctuation func-
tion of the largest observed scales is compatible with power-
law scaling. A plateau with α = 0.5 is not observed (Fig. 3).
Thus, one might be tempted to conclude long-memory. How-
ever, analysing a much longer record (1,000,000 points) of
the same model yields a plateau with α = 0.5 for large s as
can be seem from Fig. 4. Therefore, for a process with un-
known correlation structure it is misleading to use α > 0.5
as evidence for long-memory. It might very well be that the
record is too short to observe a plateau with α = 0.5.
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Fig. 4. Empirical fluctuation function of the short-memory model
Eq. (10), estimated from 200 realizations of length N=1,000,000
(solid line). A region of approximatively constant slope occurs be-
tween log10 s ≈ 2.8 (s ≈ 600) and log10 s ≈ 3.8 (s ≈ 6000,
' 16 years). On larger scales, the slope reduces to α = 0.5 charac-
terizing the short-memory nature of the model.

7.3 Shift of the finite scaling region

As shown in Sect. 6, under certain conditions also short-
memory processes can exhibit a finite “scaling” region.
Thus, the question arises, if such a scaling region derived
from the fluctuation function corresponds to the same region
in the auto correlation function. To address this question, we
relate the fluctuation function shown in Fig. 4 to the analyti-
cal autocorrelation function as shown in Fig. 5. The dashed
lines depict the autocorrelation functions of the single AR[1]
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Fig. 5. Analytical autocorrelation function of the short-memory
model Eq. (10) (dashed dotted line). The dashed lines depict the
autocorrelation functions of the single AR[1] processes with short-
est and longest time constant respectively. In a scale range from
log10 s ≈ 0 (s ≈ 1) to maximally log10 s ≈ 3 (s ≈ 1000) the
autocorrelation function approximately follows the power law with
γ = 0.8 (solid line). For larger scales, it turns into an exponen-
tial decay determined by the AR[1] process with the largest time
constant τ ≈ 1.5years.

processes with the largest and the smallest time scale, the au-
tocorrelation function of the superposition of the three AR[1]
processes is given by the dashed-dotted line. The solid line
represents a power-law with exponent γ = 0.8 as expected,
when applying Eq. (9) to the exponent α = 0.6 as derived
from the fluctuation function. We find that the region of al-
most constant slope of the autocorrelation function is located
on smaller scales between s ≈ 1 and maximally s ≈ 1000
(' 3 years). Thus, based on a finite scaling region found in
the fluctuation function of a short-memory process, it is not
valid to conclude that an equal scaling region exists also for
the autocorrelation function.

8 Memory of Temperature Records

As a consequence of the previous discussion, we review a
prominent DFA result. It has been stated by Koscielny-
Bunde et al. (1998), that temperature records follow a univer-
sal scaling law. This behavior was said to be found in numer-
ous data sets. For a discussion of the existence of universal
scaling exponents see Tsonis et al. (2000). Here, we want to
check these findings exemplarily in the daily air temperature
dataset of Prague starting from 01/01/1800 up to 12/31/1992
(N = 70492). To test, whether the underlying process is
long-range or short-range correlated, we adjusted the long-
range correlated model and the AR-model given in Sect. 5 to
the data set.

We apply DFA1 and DFA2 to the temperature anomalies
∆Ti = Ti − T̄i giving the deviation of a days temperature
from the average over several years for this day of the year.
An investigation of higher orders of DFA does not signif-
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Eq. (10), estimated from 200 realizations of length N=1 000 000
(solid line). A region of approximatively constant slope occurs be-
tween log10 s≈2.8 (s≈600) and log10 s≈3.8 (s≈6000,'16 years).
On larger scales, the slope reduces toα=0.5 characterizing the
short-memory nature of the model.
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As shown in Sect. 6, under certain conditions also short-
memory processes can exhibit a finite “scaling” region.
Thus, the question arises, if such a scaling region derived
from the fluctuation function corresponds to the same region
in the auto correlation function. To address this question, we
relate the fluctuation function shown in Fig. 4 to the analyti-
cal autocorrelation function as shown in Fig. 5. The dashed
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autocorrelation function approximately follows the power law with
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tial decay determined by the AR[1] process with the largest time
constant τ ≈ 1.5years.
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tocorrelation function of the superposition of the three AR[1]
processes is given by the dashed-dotted line. The solid line
represents a power-law with exponent γ = 0.8 as expected,
when applying Eq. (9) to the exponent α = 0.6 as derived
from the fluctuation function. We find that the region of al-
most constant slope of the autocorrelation function is located
on smaller scales between s ≈ 1 and maximally s ≈ 1000
(' 3 years). Thus, based on a finite scaling region found in
the fluctuation function of a short-memory process, it is not
valid to conclude that an equal scaling region exists also for
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sal scaling law. This behavior was said to be found in numer-
ous data sets. For a discussion of the existence of universal
scaling exponents see Tsonis et al. (2000). Here, we want to
check these findings exemplarily in the daily air temperature
dataset of Prague starting from 01/01/1800 up to 12/31/1992
(N = 70492). To test, whether the underlying process is
long-range or short-range correlated, we adjusted the long-
range correlated model and the AR-model given in Sect. 5 to
the data set.

We apply DFA1 and DFA2 to the temperature anomalies
∆Ti = Ti − T̄i giving the deviation of a days temperature
from the average over several years for this day of the year.
An investigation of higher orders of DFA does not signif-

Fig. 5. Analytical autocorrelation function of the short-memory
model Eq. (10) (dashed dotted line). The dashed lines depict the
autocorrelation functions of the single AR[1] processes with short-
est and longest time constant respectively. In a scale range from
log10 s≈0 (s≈1) to maximally log10 s≈3 (s≈1000) the autocorre-
lation function approximately follows the power law withγ=0.8
(solid line). For larger scales, it turns into an exponential decay de-
termined by the AR[1] process with the largest time constantτ≈1.5
years.

cal autocorrelation function as shown in Fig.5. The dashed
lines depict the autocorrelation functions of the single AR[1]
processes with the largest and the smallest time scale, the au-
tocorrelation function of the superposition of the three AR[1]
processes is given by the dashed-dotted line. The solid line
represents a power-law with exponentγ=0.8 as expected,
when applying Eq. (9) to the exponentα=0.6 as derived
from the fluctuation function. We find that the region of al-
most constant slope of the autocorrelation function is located
on smaller scales betweens≈1 and maximallys≈1000 ('3
years). Thus, based on a finite scaling region found in the
fluctuation function of a short-memory process, it is not valid
to conclude that an equal scaling region exists also for the au-
tocorrelation function.

8 Memory of temperature records

As a consequence of the previous discussion, we review a
prominent DFA result. It has been stated byKoscielny-
Bunde et al.(1998), that temperature records follow a uni-
versal scaling law. This behavior was said to be found in
numerous data sets. For a discussion of the existence of uni-
versal scaling exponents seeTsonis et al.(2000). Here, we
want to check these findings exemplarily in the daily air tem-
perature dataset of Prague starting from 1 January 1800 up
to 12 December 1992 (N=70492). To test, whether the un-
derlying process is long-range or short-range correlated, we
adjusted the long-range correlated model and the AR-model
given in Sect.5 to the data set.

We apply DFA1 and DFA2 to the temperature anomalies
1Ti=Ti−T̄i giving the deviation of a days temperature from
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icantly affect the discussion presented while for DFA1 the
effect of a trend might be suspected. F (s) is calculated
for approximately 50 points per order of magnitude upto
smax = N/4 and is shown in double logarithmic representa-
tion in Fig. 6 for DFA1 and DFA2.
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Fig. 6. DFA1 (+) and DFA2 (4) fluctuation function of Prague
daily air temperature data caculated for approximately 50 points per
order of magnitude. Only every 4th point is shown to enhanced
clarity. The shadows mark the 1.96σ confidence regions derived
from 1000 runs of the AR model.

The behavior is qualitatively different from white noise.
However, following the discussion in Sect. 6, we have to es-
timate the local slopes to investigate for power-law scaling.
From the fluctuation function, we estimate the local slopes
using a straight line fit in a small window of 21 points.

According to Sect. 6, DFA is not specific when investi-
gating for long-memory. However, we alternatively study if
long-memory can be excluded. Figures 7 (a) and (b) show
the local slopes for DFA1 and DFA2 of the Prague daily
temperature record and additionally the 1.96σ confidence in-
tervals derived from the two models. For both orders of
DFA the result for the empirical data is almost completely
within the 1.96σ interval of the short-memory process. In
the range of large s with high variability, we find the lo-
cal slopes also within the 1.96σ interval corresponding to
the long-memory process. Thus, from the given data, one
cannot decide whether the Prague temperature time series is
a realization of a short-memory or a long-memory process.
However, considering all scales observed, the short- memory
model describes the data better than the long-memory model
with respect to DFA. If the underlying process was short-
range correlated, data sets of sufficient length would provide
estimates of sufficient accuracy to identify the short-memory
character. According to Sect. 7.2, we expect such a time se-
ries to be much longer as the recorded ones.

9 Conclusions

In this paper we studied the inference of long-range correla-
tions by means of DFA with respect to the notions of sensi-
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Fig. 7. Local slopes of the fluctuation functions plotted in Fig. 6 for
(a) DFA1 and (b) DFA 2 of the Prague daily temperature data. The
dotted lines border the 1.96σ confidence regions of the short-range
correlated model Eq. (10) (dark shadow), the dashed lines those of
the long-memory model with α = 0.6 (light shadow).

tivity and specificity. We argue that the inference of a long-
range correlated process underlying a given time series re-
quires not only to show compatibility of the data with a long-
range correlated process. Furthermore, other possible corre-
lation structures, especially short-range correlations, have to
be excluded.

Power-law scaling of the DFA fluctuation function is fre-
quently taken as evidence for long-range correlations. To re-
liably infer power-law scaling, it must not be assumed but
has to be established. This can be done by estimating local
slopes and investigating them for constancy in a sufficient
range. However, finite datasets bring along natural variabil-
ity. To decide, if a fluctuating estimation of the slope has
to be considered as being constant, we calculated empiri-
cal confidence intervals for a long-range and a simple short-
range correlated model.

As a main insight, the inference of long-range correlations
from a finite amount of data turned out to be not specific by
means of DFA. Alternatively, one can investigate, if short-
range correlations can be inferred for the underlying process.
For this setting, the specificity increases with the length of

Fig. 6. DFA1 (+) and DFA2 (4) fluctuation function of Prague
daily air temperature data caculated for approximately 50 points per
order of magnitude. Only every 4th point is shown to enhanced
clarity. The shadows mark the 1.96σ confidence regions derived
from 1000 runs of the AR model.

the average over several years for this day of the year. An
investigation of higher orders of DFA does not significantly
affect the discussion presented while for DFA1 the effect of
a trend might be suspected.F(s) is calculated for approxi-
mately 50 points per order of magnitude uptosmax=N/4 and
is shown in double logarithmic representation in Fig.6 for
DFA1 and DFA2.

The behavior is qualitatively different from white noise.
However, following the discussion in Sect.6, we have to es-
timate the local slopes to investigate for power-law scaling.
From the fluctuation function, we estimate the local slopes
using a straight line fit in a small window of 21 points.

According to Sect.6, DFA is not specific when investi-
gating for long-memory. However, we alternatively study if
long-memory can be excluded. Figures7a and7b show the
local slopes for DFA1 and DFA2 of the Prague daily tem-
perature record and additionally the 1.96σ confidence in-
tervals derived from the two models. For both orders of
DFA the result for the empirical data is almost completely
within the 1.96σ interval of the short-memory process. In
the range of larges with high variability, we find the lo-
cal slopes also within the 1.96σ interval corresponding to
the long-memory process. Thus, from the given data, one
cannot decide whether the Prague temperature time series is
a realization of a short-memory or a long-memory process.
However, considering all scales observed, the short- memory
model describes the data better than the long-memory model
with respect to DFA. If the underlying process was short-
range correlated, data sets of sufficient length would provide
estimates of sufficient accuracy to identify the short-memory
character. According to Sect.7.2, we expect such a time se-
ries to be much longer as the recorded ones.
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cal slopes also within the 1.96σ interval corresponding to
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cannot decide whether the Prague temperature time series is
a realization of a short-memory or a long-memory process.
However, considering all scales observed, the short- memory
model describes the data better than the long-memory model
with respect to DFA. If the underlying process was short-
range correlated, data sets of sufficient length would provide
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character. According to Sect. 7.2, we expect such a time se-
ries to be much longer as the recorded ones.
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In this paper we studied the inference of long-range correla-
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Fig. 7. Local slopes of the fluctuation functions plotted in Fig. 6 for
(a) DFA1 and (b) DFA 2 of the Prague daily temperature data. The
dotted lines border the 1.96σ confidence regions of the short-range
correlated model Eq. (10) (dark shadow), the dashed lines those of
the long-memory model with α = 0.6 (light shadow).

tivity and specificity. We argue that the inference of a long-
range correlated process underlying a given time series re-
quires not only to show compatibility of the data with a long-
range correlated process. Furthermore, other possible corre-
lation structures, especially short-range correlations, have to
be excluded.

Power-law scaling of the DFA fluctuation function is fre-
quently taken as evidence for long-range correlations. To re-
liably infer power-law scaling, it must not be assumed but
has to be established. This can be done by estimating local
slopes and investigating them for constancy in a sufficient
range. However, finite datasets bring along natural variabil-
ity. To decide, if a fluctuating estimation of the slope has
to be considered as being constant, we calculated empiri-
cal confidence intervals for a long-range and a simple short-
range correlated model.

As a main insight, the inference of long-range correlations
from a finite amount of data turned out to be not specific by
means of DFA. Alternatively, one can investigate, if short-
range correlations can be inferred for the underlying process.
For this setting, the specificity increases with the length of
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As a main insight, the inference of long-range correlations
from a finite amount of data turned out to be not specific by
means of DFA. Alternatively, one can investigate, if short-
range correlations can be inferred for the underlying process.
For this setting, the specificity increases with the length of
the data record.

Discussing typical difficulties of interpreting DFA results,
we remark that scaling cannot be concluded from a straight
line fit to the fluctuation function in a log-log representation.
Additionally, we show that a local slope larger thanα=0.5
for large scales does not necessarily imply long-memory. If
the length of the time series is not sufficiently large compared
to the time scales involved, also for short-memory processes
α=0.5 may not be reached. Finally, we demonstrated, that
it is not valid to conclude from a finite scaling region of the
fluctuation function to an equivalent scaling region of the au-
tocorrelation function.

Keeping these findings in mind, we reviewed the DFA re-
sults for the Prague daily air temperature record and com-
pare them to a long-range and a short-range correlated model
constructed using AR[1]-processes. Considering only large
scales, for the given data set, one cannot reject the one or the
other model. For the short-range correlated model, a much
longer series would be necessary to identify a local slope of
α=0.5. The short-range correlated model we used involves
time scales up to≈1.5 years. This might be regarded as long
compared to the sampling time of one day but it is consider-
ably small compared to the decades of persistence which are
proposed in e.g.Koscielny-Bunde et al.(1998) andGovindan
et al.(2002).

However, it is not our intention to advocate for AR-
processes being suitable to model temperature variation. For
a certain range of scales, a power-law model can be formally
suitable to describe characteristics of even short-memory
processes. This, however, does not give evidence for long-
memory.
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